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Cave! hic dragones:
a critique of regime analysis
Susan Strange

The purposeof this relativelybrief articleis ratherdifferentfromthat of
others in this volume. Instead of asking what makes regimes and how they
affect behavior, it seeks to raise more fundamentalquestions about the
questions. In particular,it queries whether the concept of regime is really
useful to students of internationalpolitical economy or world politics; and
whetherit may not even be actuallynegative in its influence,obfuscatingand
confusinginstead of clarifyingand illuminating,and distortingby concealing
bias instead of revealing and removingit.
It challenges the validity and usefulness of the regime concept on five
separate counts. These lead to two furtherand secondary (in the sense of
indirect), but no less important,grounds for expressing the doubt whether
furtherwork of this kind ought to be encouragedby names as well-known
and distinguishedas the contributorsto this volume. The five counts (or
"dragons" to watch out for) are first, that the study of regimes is, for the
most part a fad, one of those shifts of fashion not too difficultto explain as a
temporaryreactionto events in the real world but in itself makinglittle in the
way of a long-termcontributionto knowledge. Second, it is imprecise and
woolly. Third, it is value-biased, as dangerous as loaded dice. Fourth, it
distorts by overemphasizingthe static and underemphasizingthe dynamic
element of change in world politics. And fifth, it is narrowminded,rooted in
a state-centricparadigmthat limits vision of a wider reality.
Two indirect criticisms-not so much of the concept itself as of the
The title translates as "Beware! here be dragons!"-an inscriptionoften found on preColumbianmaps of the world beyond Europe.
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tendency to give it exaggerated attention-follow from these five points.
One is that it leads to a study of world politics that deals predominantlywith
the status quo, and tends to exclude hiddenagendasand to leave unheardor
unheededcomplaints,whether they come from the underprivileged,the disfranchisedor the unborn, about the way the system works. In short, it ignores the vast area of nonregimesthat lies beyond the ken of international
bureaucracies and diplomatic bargaining.The other is that it persists in
looking for an all-pervasivepatternof political behavior in world politics, a
"generaltheory" that will provide a nice, neat, and above all simple explanation of the past and an easy means to predict the future. Despite all the
accumulatedevidence of decades of work in internationalrelations and internationalhistory (economic as well as political)that no such patternexists,
it encouragesyet anothergenerationof impressionableyoung hopefulsto set
off with high hopes and firm resolve in the vain search for an El Dorado.
Not wishing, however, to be entirely destructive, I conclude the article
by suggestingan alternativeand, to my mind, more valuefree, more flexible,
and more realistic approachto the study of what I take to be everyone's
underlyingconcern-which is, "Where (and how) do we go from here?"
This approachis both to the "left" of most of the other contributorsand to
the "right" of some who would call themselves liberal internationalists.
It is to the "left" of the majorityin that it starts from a frankly structuralistperception of the internationalsystem (in the sense in which Marxists and neomarxists use the word structuralist).This does not mean the
political system dominatedby territorialstates but the structureof a world
economy in which the relationshipsbetween those states are largely determined by the relations of productionand the other prevalent structuralarrangementsfor the free movementbetween states of capital, knowledge, and
goods (but not labor) that make up a world marketeconomy.
And it is to the "right' -as they would see it-of most liberal internationalistsin that it is skepticalof the achievementsto be expected of internationalorganizationsand collective decision making,that is, it is realist in
the sense of continuingto look to the state and to national governmentsas
the final determinantsof outcomes.
Five criticisms of the concept of regimes
1. A passing fad?

The first of my dragons, or pitfalls for the unwary, is that concern with
regimesmay be a passingfad. A Europeancannot help makingthe point that
concern with regime formationand breakdownis very much an American
academic fashion, and this is reflected in the fact that all the other contributorsto this volume work in Americanuniversities. They share a rather
strikingcommon concern with the questions posed about regimes. A compa-
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rable group in Europe-or in most other parts of the world, I would
suggest-would have more diverse concerns. Some would be working on
questions of moral philosophy, some on questions of historical interpretation. (Europeansgenerally, I would venture to say, are more serious in the
attentionthey pay to historicalevidence and more sensitiveto the possibilities
of divergentinterpretationsof "facts.") Europeansconcerned with matters
of strategy and security are usually not the same as those who write about
structuresaffecting economic development, trade, and money, or with the
prospects for particularregions or sectors. Even the future of Europe itself
never dominatedthe interests of so large a groupof scholars in Europe as it
did, for a time, the Americanacademic community. PerhapsEuropeansare
not generalistenough; perhapshaving picked a field to work in, they are inclined to stick to it too rigidly.And conversely, perhapsAmericansare more
subject to fads and fashions in academic inquirythan Europeans, more apt
to conform and to join in behind the trendsettersof the times. Many Europeans, I think, believe so, though most are too polite to say it. They have
watched Americanenthusiasmwax and wane for systems analysis, for behavioralism,for integrationtheory, and even for quantitativemethods indiscriminatelyapplied. The fashion for integrationtheory startedwith the perceived U.S. need for a reliablejunior partnerin Europe, and how to nurture
the European Communities to this end was important. The quantitative
fashion is easily explained by a combinationof the availabilityof computer
time and the financeto supportit and of the ambitionof political scientists to
gain as much kudos and influencewith policy makersas the economists and
others who had led the way down the quantitativepath. Furtherback we can
see how internationalrelations as a field of study separatefrom politics and
history itself developed in direct response to the horrorsof two world wars
and the threat of a third. And, later, collective goods theories respondedto
the debates about burden-sharingin NATO, just as monetarismand supplyside economics gained a hearingonly when the conditions of the 1970scast
doubts on Keynesian remediesfor recession, unemployment,and inflation.
The current fashion for regimes arises, I would suggest, from certain,
somewhat subjective perceptions in many American minds. One such perception was that a numberof external " shocks," on top of internaltroubles
like Watergate and Jimmy Carter, had accelerated a serious decline in
American power. In contrast to the nationalist, reactionary response of
many Reaganites, liberal, internationalistacademics asked how the damage
could be minimizedby restoringor repairingor reformingthe mechanismsof
multilateralmanagement- "regimes." A second subjective perceptionwas
that there was some sort of mystery about the uneven performanceand predicament of internationalorganizations. This was a connecting theme in
Keohane and Nye's influentialPower and Interdependence, which struck
responsive chords far and wide.
But the objective reality behind both perceptions was surely far less
dramatic. In European eyes, the "decline" arises partly from an original
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overestimation of America's capacity to remake the whole world in the
imageof the U.S.A. In this vision, Washingtonwas the center of the system,
a kind of keep in the baronialcastle of capitalism,from which radiatedmilitary, monetary, commercial, and technological as well as purely political
channels carrying the values of American polity, economy, and society
down through the hierarchy of allies and friends, classes and cultural
cousins, out to the ends of the earth. The new kind of global empire, under
the protection of American nuclear power, did not need territorialexpansion. It could be achieved by a combinationof militaryalliances and a world
economy opened up to trade, investment, and information.
This special form of nonterritorialimperialismis somethingthat many
Americanacademics, broughtup as liberalsand internationalists,findit hard
to recognize. U.S. hegemony, while it is as nonterritorialas Britain'sIndiain
the days of John Company or Britain's Egypt after 1886, is still a form of
imperialism.The fact that this nonterritorialempire extends more widely
and is even more tolerantof the pretensionsof petty principalitiesthan Britain was of those of the maharajahsmerely means that it is largerand more
secure. It is not much affected by temporaryshocks or setbacks. Yet Americans are inhibited about acknowledgingtheir imperalism.It was a Frenchman who titled his book about American foreign policy The Imperial
Republic.'

Moreover,Americanshave often seemed to exaggeratethe "shocks" of
the 1970s and the extent of change in U.S.-Soviet or U.S.-OPEC relations.
Nobody else saw the pre-1971world as being quite so stable and orderedas
Americansdid. Certainlyfor Third-Worlders,who had by then lived through
two or three recent cycles of boom and slump in the price of their country's
majorexports-whether coffee, cocoa, tin, copper, sugaror bananas-plus
perhapsa civil war and a revolutionor two, the "oil-priceshock" was hardly
the epoch-makingbreakwith the stable, comfortable,predictablepast that it
seemed to many Americans. If one has been accustomed for as long as one
can rememberto nationalplans and purposesbeing frustratedandbroughtto
nothing by exogenous changes in the market, in technology or in the international political situation between the superpowers-over none of which
your own governmenthas had the slightest control-then a bit more disorder in a disorderlyworld comes as no great surprise.
To non-Americaneyes therefore, there is somethingquite exaggerated
in the weeping and wailing and wringingof Americanhands over the fall of
the imperialrepublic. This is not how it looks to us in Europe, in Japan, in
LatinAmericaor even in the MiddleEast. True, there is the nuclearparityof
the Soviet Union. And there is the depreciatedvalue of the dollarin terms of
gold, of goods, and of other currencies. But the first is not the only factor in
the continuingdominantimportanceto the security structureof the balance
I Raymond Aron, The Imperial Republic: The U.S. and the World, 1945-1973 (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1974).
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of power between the two superpowers,and the second is far more a sign of
the abuse of power than it is of the loss of power. The dollar, good or bad,
still dominatesthe world of internationalfinance. Money marketsand other
markets in the United States still lead and others still follow; European
bankruptsblame American interest rates. If the authority of the United
States appearsto have weakened, it is largelybecause the marketsand their
operators have been given freedom and license by the same state to profit
from an integratedworld economy. If Frankenstein'smonsteris fearedto be
out of control, that looks to non-Americansmore like a proof of Frankenstein's power to create such a monster in the first place. The change in the
balance of public and private power still leaves the United States as the undisputed hegemon of the system.2
To sum up, the fashion for regime analysis may not simply be, as Stein
suggests,3 a rehash of old academic debates under a new and jazzier
name-a sort of intellectualmutton dressed up as lamb-so that the pushy
new professors of the 1980scan have the same old argumentsas their elders
but can flatterthemselves that they are breakingnew groundby using a new
jargon. It is also an intellectualreaction to the objective reality.
In a broad, structuralistview (and using the broader definitionof the
term) of the structuresof global security, of a global credit system, of the
global welfare system (i.e., aid and other resource transfers)and the global
knowledge and communications system, there seems far less sign of a
falling-offin Americanpower. Where decline exists, it is a falling-offin the
country's power and will to intervenewith world marketmechanisms(from
Eurodollarlending to the grain trade) rather than significantchange in the
distributionof militaryor economic power to the favor of other states. Such
change as there is, has been more internalthan international.
The second subjective perceptionon the part of Americansthat I wish
to addressis that there is some mysteryaboutthe ratheruneven performance
in recent times of many internationalarrangementsand organizations.While
some lie becalmed and inactive, like sailing ships in the doldrums, others
hum with activity, are given new tasks, and are recognized as playinga vital
role in the functioningof the system. I would personally count the GATT,
FAO, and UNESCO in the first group, the World Bank and the regional
banks, the BIS, and IMCOin the second. The IMF holds a middleposition:
it has largely lost its universal role but has found an importantbut more
specialized usefulness in relationto indebted developing countries.
The mixed record of internationalorganizationsreally does need explaining.But Americanshave been curiously reluctant,to my mind at least,
2 For a moreextendeddiscussionof this ratherbasic question, see my " Still an Extraordinary
Power," in Ray Lombra and Bill Witte, eds., The Political Economy of International and
Domestic Monetary Relations (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1982);James Petras and
MorrisMorley, "The U.S. ImperialState," mimeo(March1980);and David Calleo, "Inflation
and Defense," Foreign Affairs (Winter1980).
3See ArthurStein's articlein this volume, p. 300.
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to distinguishbetween the three somewhat differentpurposes served by internationalorganizations.These can broadly be identifiedas strategic (i.e.,
serving as instrumentsof the structuralstrategy and foreign policy of the
dominantstate or states); as adaptive (i.e., providingthe necessary multilateral agreementon whatever arrangementsare necessary to allow states to
enjoy the political luxury of national autonomy without sacrificingthe economic dividends of world markets and productionstructures);and as symbolic (i.e., allowing everybody to declare themselves in favor of truth,
beauty, goodness, and world community,while leaving governmentsfree to
pursue national self-interests and to do exactly as they wish).
In the early postwar period, most internationalorganizationsserved all
three purposes at once. They were strategicin the sense that they served as
instrumentsof the structuralstrategiesof the United States. Also, they were
often adaptive in that they allowed the United States and the other industrialized countries like Britain, Germany, France, and Japan to enjoy both
economic growth and political autonomy. Finally, many organizationswere
at the same time symbolic in that they expressed and partiallysatisfied the
universal yearningfor a "better world" without doing anythingsubstantial
to bring it about.
In recent years the political purposes served by institutions for their
membershave tended to be less well balanced;some have become predominantly strategic, some predominantlyadaptive, and others predominantly
symbolic. This has happened because, where once the United States was
able to dominateorganizationslike the United Nations, it can no longer do
so because of the inflation of membership and the increasing divergence
between rich and poor over fundamentals. Only a few organizations still
serve U.S. strategic purposes better than bilateral diplomacy can serve
them; they are either top-level politicalmeetingsor they deal with militaryor
monetarymattersin which the U.S. still disposes of predominantpower. In
other organizationsthe tendency toward symbolism, expressed in a proliferation of Declarations, Charters,Codes of Conduct, and other ratherempty
texts, has strengthenedas the ability to reach agreementon positive action
to solve real global problems has weakened. This applies especially to the
United Nations and many of its subsidiarybodies, to UNCTAD, IDA, and
many of the specialized agencies. The one growth area is the adaptivefunction. The integrationof the world economy and the advance of technology
have created new problems,but they also have often enlargedthe possibility
of reachingagreementas well as the perceived need to find a solution. Such
predominantlyadaptiveinstitutionsare often monetary(IBRD, IFC, BIS) or
technical (ITU, IMCO, WMO).
Imprecision

The second dragonis imprecisionof terminology. "Regime" is yet one
more woolly concept that is a fertile source of discussion simply because
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people mean differentthings when they use it. At its worst, woolliness leads
to the same sort of euphemistic Newspeak that George Orwell warned us
would be in general use by 1984. The Soviet Union calls the main medium
for the suppressionof informationPravda (Truth),and refers to the "sovereign independenceof socialist states" as the principlegoverningits relations
with its East European "partners." In the United States scholars have
brought"interdependence"into general use when what they were describing was actually highly asymmetrical and uneven dependence or vulnerability. In the same way, though more deliberately, IBM public relations
advisers invented and brought into general and unthinkinguse the term
"multinational corporation" to describe an enterprise doing worldwide
business from a strong national base.
Experience with the use of these and other, equallywoolly words warns
us that where they do not actually mislead and misrepresent, they often
serve to confuse and disorientus. "Integration"is one example of an overused word loosely taken to imply all sorts of other developments such as
convergence as well as the susceptibility of "integrated" economies to
common trends and pressures-a mistakethat had to be painstakinglyremedied by careful, pragmaticresearch.4
In this volume, "regime" is used to mean many differentthings. In the
Keohane and Nye formulation("networks of rules, norms and procedures
that regularizebehavior and control its effects") it is taken to mean somethingquite narrow-explicit or implicitinternationallyagreedarrangements,
usually executed with the help of an international organization-even
though Keohane himself distinguishes between regimes and specific
agreements. Whereas other formulationsemphasize "decision-makingprocedures around which actors' expectations converge," the concept of regime can be so broadenedas to mean almost any fairly stable distributionof
the power to influence outcomes. In Keohane and Nye's formulation,the
subsequentquestions amountto little more than the old chestnut, "Can internationalinstitutions change state behavior?" The second definition reformulatesall the old questions about power and the exercise of power in the
internationalsystem. So, if-despite a rathersignificanteffort by realist and
pluralist authors to reach agreement-there is no fundamentalconsensus
about the answer to Krasner's first question, "What is a regime?", obviously there is not going to be much useful or substantialconvergence of
conclusions about the answers to the other questions concerningtheir making and unmaking.
Why, one mightask, has there been such concerted effort to stretchthe
elasticity of meaning to such extremes? I can only suppose that scholars,
who by calling, interest, and experience are themselves "internationalist"in
aspiration,are (perhapsunconsciously) performinga kind of symbolic ritual
againstthe disruptionof the internationalorder, and do so just because they
4Yao-so Hu, Europe underStress (forthcoming).
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are also, by virtue of their profession, more aware than most of the order's
tenuousness.
Value bias

The thirdpoint to be wary of is that the term regime is value-loaded;it
implies certain things that ought not to be taken for granted. As has often
happenedbefore in the study of internationalrelations, this comes of trying
to apply a term derived from the observation of nationalpolitics to international or to world politics.
Let us begin with semantics. The word "regime" is French, and it has
two common meanings. In everyday language it means a diet, an ordered,
purposiveplan of eating, exercising, and living. A regime is usually imposed
on the patient by some medical or other authoritywith the aim of achieving
better health. A regime must be recognizablythe same when undertakenby
differentindividuals,at differenttimes, and in differentplaces. It must also
be practisedover an extended periodof time; to eat no pastryone day but to
gorge the next is not to follow a regime. Nor does one follow a regimeif one
eats pastry when in Parisbut not in Marseilles. Those who keep to a diet for
a day or two and abandonit are hardlyjudged to be underthe disciplineof a
regime.

Based on the same broad principlesof regularity,discipline, authority,
and purpose, the second meaningis political:the governmentof a society by
an individual,a dynasty, partyor groupthat wields effective power over the
rest of society. Regime in this sense is more often used pejoratively than
with approval-the "ancien regime," the "Franco regime," the "Stalin regime," but seldomthe "Truman"or "Kennedy" regime, or the "Attlee" or
"Macmillan,"the "Mackenzie King" or the "Menzies" regime. The word
is more often used of forms of governmentthat are inherentlyauthoritarian,
capricious, and even unjust. Regimes need be neitherbenign nor consistent.
It may be (as in the case of Idi Amin, "Papa Doc" Duvallieror Jean-Bedel
Bokassa) that the power of the regime is neitherbenign norjust. But at least
in a given regime, everyone knows and understandswhere power resides
and whose interest is served by it; and thus, whence to expect either preferment or punishment,imprisonmentor other kinds of trouble. In short, government, rulership, and authorityare the essence of the word, not consensus, nor justice, nor efficiency in administration.
What could be more differentfrom the unstable, kaleidoscopic pattern
of internationalarrangementsbetween states? The title (if not all of the content) of Hedley Bull's book, TheAnarchical Society, well describes the general state of the internationalsystem. Withinthat system, as Bull and others
have observed, it is true that there is more order, regularityof behavior, and
generalobservance of custom andconvention than the pure realistexpecting
the unremittingviolence of the jungle might suppose. But by and large the
world Bull and other writers describe is characterizedin all its mainoutlines
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not by discipline and authority, but by the absence of government, by the
precariousnessof peace and order, by the dispersion not the concentration
of authority,by the weakness of law, and by the large numberof unsolved
problemsand unresolvedconflicts over what should be done, how it should
be done, and who should do it.
Above all, a single, recognizedlocus of power over time is the one attribute that the internationalsystem so conspicuously lacks.
All those internationalarrangementsdignifiedby the label regime are
only too easily upset when either the balance of bargainingpower or the
perceptionof nationalinterest (or both together)change amongthose states
who negotiatethem. In general, moreover,all the areas in which regimesin a
nationalcontext exercise the centralattributesof politicaldisciplineare precisely those in which correspondinginternationalarrangementsthat might
conceivably be dignifiedwith the title are conspicuous by their absence.
There is no world army to maintainorder. There is no authorityto decide
how much economic productionshall be public and how much shall be privately owned and managed.We have no world central bank to regulatethe
creation of credit and access to it, nor a world court to act as the ultimate
arbiter of legal disputes that also have political consequences. There is
nothing resemblinga world tax system to decide who should pay for public
goods-whenever the slightest hint of any of these is breathedin diplomatic
circles, state governmentshave all their defenses at the ready to reject even
the most modest encroachmenton what they regardas their national prerogatives.
The analogy with nationalgovernmentsimpliedby the use of the word
regime, therefore, is inherentlyfalse. It consequently holds a highly distorting mirrorto reality.
Not only does using this word regime distort reality by implying an
exaggeratedmeasure of predictabilityand order in the system as it is, it is
also value-loaded in that it takes for granted that what everyone wants is
more and better regimes, that greater order and managedinterdependence
should be the collective goal. Let me just recall that in an early paperat the
very outset of this whole project, the editor asked these questions:
"Was the 1970sreally a periodof significantchange?Was it an interregnumbetween periodsof stability?Does it augura collapse or deteriorationof
the internationaleconomic system? Did the system accommodatemassive
shocks with astonishingease or were the shocks much less severe than has
been thought?
"These," he went on, "are perplexingquestions without obvious answers, for the answers to these questions are relatedto the mostfundamental concern of social theory: how is order established, maintained and destroyed??'a5

Krasner's common question here is about order-not justice or effi5 Stephen D. Krasner, "Factors Affecting International Economic Order: A Survey," mimeo
(July 1979), the earliest draft of his introductory article to this volume.
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ciency, nor legitimacy, nor any other moral value. In an internationalpolitical system of territorialstates claiming sovereignty within their respective
territories,how can order be achieved and maintained?
The questions people ask are sometimes more revealingof their perceptions of what is good or bad about a situationand of their motives, interests,
fears, and hopes than the answers they give. Yet there is a whole literature
that denies that order is "the most fundamentalconcern" and that says that
the objectives of Third World policy should be to achieve freedom from
dependency and to enhance nationalidentity and freer choice by practicing
"uncoupling"or delinkingor (yet anotherwoolly buzz-word)by "collective
self-reliance."
Now, these ideas may be unclear and half-formed.But in view of the
Islamic revival and the newfound self-confidence of several newly industrialized countries (NICs), it would be patently unwise for any scholar to
follow a line of inquirythat overlooks them. Let us never forget the folly of
League of Nations reformers,busily draftingnew blueprintswhile Hitlerand
Mussolini lit fires under the whole system. Should we not ask whether this
too does not indicate an essentially conservative attitudebiased toward the
status quo. Is it not just another unthinkingresponse to fear of the consequences of change? Yet is not political activity as often directed by the desire to achieve change, to get more justice and more freedom from a system, as it is by the desire to get more wealth or to assure security for the
haves by reinforcingorder?
Too static a view

The fourth dragon to beware is that the notion of a regime-for the
semanticreasons indicatedearlier-tends to exaggeratethe static qualityof
arrangementsfor managingthe internationalsystem and introducingsome
confidencein the futureof anarchy,some orderout of uncertainty.In sum, it
producesstills, not movies. And the reality, surely, is highlydynamic,as can
fairlyeasily be demonstratedby referenceto each of the three mainareas for
regimes considered in this collection: security, trade, and money.
For the last thirty-fiveyears, the internationalsecurity regime (if it can
be so called), describedin this volume by Jervis, has not been derived from
ChapterVII of the U.N. Charter,which remainsas unchangedas it is irrelevant. It has rested on the balance of power between the superpowers. In
order to maintainthat balance, each has engaged in a continuing and escalatingaccumulationof weapons and has found it necessary periodicallyto
assert its dominancein particularfrontierareas-Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
and Afghanistanfor the one and South Korea, Guatemala,Vietnam, and El
Salvador for the other. Each has also had to be preparedwhen necessary
(but, fortunately,less frequently)to engage in direct confrontationwith the
other. And no one was ever able to predict with any certainty when such
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escalation in armaments,such interventionsor confrontationswere going to
be thoughtnecessary to preserve the balance, nor what the outcome would
be. Attemptsto "quick-freeze"even partsof an essentially fluidrelationship
have been singularlyunsuccessful and unconvincing, as witness the fate of
the SALT agreements, the European Security Conference, and the NonProliferationTreaty.
In monetary matters, facile generalizationsabout "the Bretton Woods
regime" abound-but they bear little resemblanceto the reality. It is easily
forgotten that the orginal Articles of Agreement were never fully implemented, that there was a long "transitionperiod" in which most of the
proposedarrangementswere put on ice, and that hardlya year went by in the
entirepostwarperiodwhen some substantialchangewas not made (tacitlyor
explicitly) in the way the rules were appliedand in the way the system functioned. Consider the major changes: barringthe West European countries
from access to the Fund; providingthem with a multilateralpayments system throughthe European Payments Union; arranginga concerted launch
into currency convertibility;reopening the major internationalcommodity
and capital markets; findingways to support the pound sterling. All these
and subsequent decisions were taken by national governments, and especially by the U.S. government,in response to their changingperceptionsof
nationalinterestor else in deference to volatile marketforces that they either
could not or would not control.
Arrangementsgoverning internationaltrade have been just as changeable and rather less uniform. Different principles and rules governed trade
between marketeconomies and the socialist or centrallyplannedeconomies,
while various forms of preferentialmarket access were practiced between
European countries and their former colonies and much the same results
were achieved between the United States and Canada or Latin America
through direct investment. Among the European countries, first in the
OEEC and then in EFTA and the EC, preferentialsystems withinthe system
were not only tolerated but encouraged. The tariff reductions negotiated
throughthe GATT were only one part of a complex governing structureof
arrangements,internationaland national, and even these (as all the historians of commercialdiplomacy have shown) were subject to constant revision, reinterpretation,and renegotiation.
The trade "regime" was thus neither constant nor continuous over
time, either between partnersor between sectors. The weakness of the arrangementsas a system for maintainingorder and definingnorms seems to
me strikinglyillustratedby the total absence of continuity or order in the
importantmatterof the competitive use of export credit-often government
guaranteed and subsidized-in order to increase market shares. No one
system of rules has governed how much financeon what terms and for how
long can be obtained for an internationalexchange, and attempts to make
collective agreements to standardize terms (notably through the Berne
Union) have repeatedly broken down.
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The changeable nature of all these internationalarrangementsbehind
the blank institutionalfacade often results from the impact of the two very
importantfactors that regime analysis seems to me ill-suited to cope with:
technology and markets. Both are apt to bringimportantchanges in the distributionof costs and benefits, risks and opportunitiesto nationaleconomies
and other groups, and therefore to cause national governments to change
their mindsaboutwhich rules or norms of behaviorshould be reinforcedand
observed and which should be disregardedand changed.
Some of the consequences of technologicalchange on internationalarrangementsare very easily perceived, others less so. It is clear that many
longstandingarrangementsregardingfishing rights were based on assumptions that became invalid when freezing, sonar, and improved ship design
altered the basic factors governing supply and demand. It is also clear that
satellites, computers, and video technology have created a host of new
problemsin the field of informationand communication,problemsfor which
no adequatemultilateralarrangementshave been devised. New technology
in chemicals, liquid natural gas, nuclear power, and oil production from
under the sea-to mention only a few well-known areas-is dramatically
increasingthe risks involved in production,trade, and use. These risks become (more or less) acceptable thanks to the possibility of insuringagainst
them. But though this has political consequences-imposing the cost of
insurance as a kind of entrance tax on participationin the world market
economy-the fact that no structure or process exists for resolving the
conflicts of interest that ensue is an inadequatelyappreciatednew aspect of
the internationalsystem.
Technology also contributesto the process of economic concentration,
reflectedin the daily dose of company takeovers, throughthe mountingcost
of replacing old technology with new and the extended leadtime between
investmentdecisions and productionresults. Inevitably, the economic concentration so encouraged affects freedom of access to world markets and
thus to the distributiveconsequences in world society. The nationalist,protectionist, defensive attitudes of states today are as much a response to
technical changes and their perceived consequences as they are to stagnation and instabilityin world markets.
Since the chain of cause and effect so often originatesin technology and
markets,passing throughnationalpolicy decisions to emerge as negotiating
postures in multilateraldiscussions, it follows that attention to the end
result-an internationalarrangementof some sort-is apt to overlook most
of the determiningfactors on which agreementmay, in brief, rest.
The search for common factors and for general rules (or even axioms),
which is of the essence of regime analysis, is therefore bound to be long,
exhausting,and probablydisappointing.Many of the articles in this volume
abound in general conclusions about regimes, their nature, the conditions
favoringtheir creation, maintenance,and change, and many of the generalizations seem at first reading logically plausible-but only if one does not
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examine their assumptionstoo closely. My objection is that these assumptions are frequentlyunwarranted.
State-centeredness

The final but by no means least importantwarningis that attention to
these regime questions leaves the study of internationalpolitical economy
far too constrainedby the self-imposedlimits of the state-centeredparadigm.
It asks, what are the prevailingarrangementsdiscussed and observed among
governments,thus implyingthat the importantand significantpoliticalissues
are those with which governments are concerned. Nationally, this is fairly
near the truth. Democraticgovernmentshave to respond to whatever issues
voters feel are importantif they wish to survive, and even the most authoritariangovernments cannot in the long run remain indifferentto deep
discontentsor divisions of opinionin the societies they rule. But internationally, this is not so. The matterson which governments,throughinternational
organizations,negotiate and make arrangementsare not necessarily the issues that even they regard as most important,still less the issues that the
mass of individualsregards as crucial. Attention to regimes therefore accords to goverments far too much of the right to define the agenda of academic study and directs the attentionof scholars mainlyto those issues that
governmentofficials find significantand important.If academics submittoo
much to this sort of imperceptiblepressure, they abdicateresponsibilityfor
the one task for which the independentscholar has every comparativeadvantage, the developmentof a philosophyof internationalrelationsor internationalpolitical economy that will not only explain and illuminatebut will
point a road ahead and inspire action to follow it.
Thus regime analysis risks overvaluing the positive and undervaluing
the negative aspects of internationalcooperation. It encourages academics
to practice a kind of analytical chiaroscuro that leaves in shadow all the
aspects of the internationaleconomy where no regimesexist and where each
state elects to go its own way, while highlightingthe areas of agreement
where some norms and customs are generally acknowledged. It consequentlygives the false impression(always arguedby the neofunctionalists)
that internationalregimes are indeed slowly advancingagainstthe forces of
disorderand anarchy.Now it is only too easy, as we all know, to be misled
by the proliferationof internationalassociations and organizations,by the
multiplicationof declarationsand documents, into concludingthat there is
indeedincreasingpositive action. The realityis that there are more areas and
issues of nonagreementand controversy than there are areas of agreement.
On most of the basic social issues that have to do with the rightsand responsibilities of individualsto each other and to the state-on whether abortion,
bribery, drink or drug pushing or passing information, for example, is a
crime or not-there is no kind of internationalregime. Nor is there a regime
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on many of the correspondingquestions of the rights and responsibilitiesof
states toward individualsand toward other states.
In reality, furthermore,the highlightedissues are sometimes less importantthan those in shadow. In the summerof 1980,for example, INMARSAT announcedwith pride an agreementon the terms on which U.S.-built
satellites and expensive receivingequipmenton board ship can be combined
to usher in a new Future Global Maritime Distress and Safety System,
whereby a ship's distress call is automaticallyreceived all over a given area
by simplypressinga button. For the large tankersand others who can afford
the equipment, this will certainly be a significantadvance; not so for small
coasters and fishing boats. In the same year, though, millions died prematurely through lack of any effective regime for the relief of disaster or
famine. Meanwhile, the Executive Directors of the InternationalMoney
Fund can reach agreementon a further increase in quotas, but not on the
general principlesgoverningthe reschedulingof nationalforeign debts.
Moreover, many of the so-called regimes over which the international
organizationspreside turnout undercloser examinationto be agreementsto
disagree. The IMF amendmentsto the Articles of Agreement, for example,
which legitimizedthe resort to managedfloatingexchangerates, are no more
than a recognition of states' determinationto decide for themselves what
strategyand tactics to follow in the light of marketconditions. To call this a
"regime" is to pervert the language. So it is to call the various "voluntary"
export restrictive arrangementsbilaterally negotiated with Japan by other
parties to the GATT "a multilateralregime." Since 1978 the Multi-Fibre
"Agreement," too, has been little more, in effect, than an agreementto disagree. Similarly,UNESCO's debate on freedom and control of information
throughthe press and the mediaresultednot in an internationalregimebut in
a bitter agreementto disagree.
One good and ratherobvious reason why there is a ratherlarge number
of issues in which internationalorganizationspreside over a dialogue of the
deaf is simply that the political trend within states is towards greater and
greaterinterventionin marketsand greaterstate responsibilityfor social and
economic conditions, while the major postwar agreements for liberal regimes tended the other way and bound states to negative, noninterventionist
policies that would increase the openness of the world economy.
In a closely integratedworld economic system, this same trend leads to
the other aspect of reality that attention to regimes obscures, and especially so when regimes are closely defined, in this volume by Young and
others, as being based on a group of actors standingin a characteristicrelationshipto each other. This is the trend to the transnationalregulationof
activities in one state by authoritiesin another, authoritiesthat may be, and
often are, state agencies such as the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Authority, the
Departmentof Justice or the Food and Drug Administration.There is seldom any predictable pattern of "interaction" or awareness of contextual
limitationsto be found in such regulation.
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Other neglected types of transnationalauthorityinclude private bodies
like industrialcartels and professionalassociations or special "private" and
semiautonomousbodies like Lloyds of London, which exercises an authority delegated to it by the British government. This club of rich "names,"
underwriters,and brokers presides over the world's largest insurance and
reinsurance market, and consequently earns three-quartersof its income
from worldwide operations. By converting all sorts of outlandishrisks into
costs (the premiumson which its income depends), Lloyds plays a uniquely
importantpart in the smooth functioningof a world marketeconomy.
By now the limits on vision that may be encouraged as a secondary
consequence of attentionto regimesanalysis have been implied.The aspects
of political economy that it tends to overlook constitute the errors of omission that it risks incurring.I do not say that, therefore, all regime analyses
commit these errors of omission; I can think of a numberthat have labored
hardto avoid them. But the inherenthazardremains. They should not have
to labor so hard to avoid the traps, and if there is a path to bypass them
altogetherit should be investigated.
I shall suggest where this path might be discovered after a word about
the second indirectreason for skepticismabout the value of regimeanalysis.
This is that it persists in the assumptionthat somewherethere exists that El
Doradoof social science, a generaltheory capableof universalapplicationto
all times and places and all issues, which is waiting to be discovered by an
inspired, intrepidtreasure-hunter.I confess I have never been convinced of
this; and the more I know of politicaleconomy, the more skepticalI become.
If (as so many books in internationalrelations have concluded) we need
better "tools of analysis," it is not because we will be able to dig up golden
nuggets with them. Those nuggets-the great truths about human society
and humanendeavor-were all discovered long ago. Whatwe need are constant remindersso that we do not forget them.
Outlineof a better alternative
My alternative way of analyzing any issue of internationalpolitical
economy, which is likely to avoid some of these dragons,involves extending
Charles Lindblom's useful clarifyingwork on Politics and Markets to the
world system. Whetherone chooses to apply it to sectors of the world economy or to the structuresof that system, it suggests many much more openended and value-free questions about the relationshipbetween authorities
and markets and about the outcomes of their interactionthan does regime
analysis.
It thus allows serious questions to be posed for research or discussion
about any issue, whether they are of interest to governmentsor not. Moreover, it does not take markets as part of the data, but accepts that they are
creations of state policies-policies that affect transactionsand buyers and
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sellers, both directly and indirectly, throughthe part played by markets in
shapingbasic structuresof the world system such as the security structure,
the production structure, the trade and transportstructure, the credit and
money structure,the communicationand knowledge structure,and (such as
it is) the welfare structure.
It involves asking a series of questions, none of which in any way prejudges the answers. It is therefore equally adaptableto the concerns and
interests of conservatives and radicals, to scholars far to the right or far to
the left, or to those who want only to move more freely in the middleground
between extremes.
Not only does it liberate inquiry from the procrustean limits set by
ideology, it also breaks the confining limits set when regime analysis
identifies an internationalregime with the existence of a particularinternational agency or bureaucracy.Patients often abandon a regime but do not
feel it necessary to eliminatethe doctor; internationalinstitutionsare seldom
wound up, however useless. Indeed, the continued existence of the "doctors" on the internationalscene and the fairly widespreadabandonmentof
regularregimesby the "patients" seems to me precisely what has been happening in the internationalpolitical economy in the latter half of the 1970s.
There has been a rathermarkedshift from multilateralarrangementsaround
which actors' expectations (more or less) converged toward bilateralprocedures, negotiations, and understandings.
This shift took place in the security structure, as Jervis explains, at a
relatively early date in recognitionof the limited distributionof capacity to
wreakglobal destructionby nuclearweapons and delivery systems. It can be
seen gatheringspeed from Cubaand SALT I onwardsand spillingover in the
1970sinto other issues such as food. Moreover, on one importantaspect of
the security structure,the sale or transferof armsto other states, there never
have been any effective multilateralarrangements.Bargainshave alwaysbeen
bilateral.
This bilateralismin security matters has recently become common in
other fields. In trade, for example, the most recent report from the GATT
had this to say:
Whilethe rules of the GATTcontinueto exert considerableinfluenceon
policy conduct, there is no denying that infractionsand circumventions
of them have tended to multiply.... That there has not been more open
violence to the rules is also partlyexplained by the increasingresort to
privately agreed and officially tolerated if not promoted, restraintson
trade and competition. Developments in such importantindustrialsectors as steel, automobiles, synthetic fibres and perhaps other petrochemicals exemplify this tendency.6
In matters of investment for future production, too, the most notable
6 GATT,International Trade 1980-81

(Geneva:GATT, 1981),p. 11.
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achievementsof recent years have not come throughmultilateralor general
processes but throughan aggregationof a greatdeal of piecemealbargaining.
Most of the key bargainshave been struck between governments (and not
only governmentsof developing countries) and large manufacturingor processing enterprises, some state-owned, some private, some syndicates of
both. Since these arrangementswill radicallyaffect future relations of production in the world economy and the relativeeconomic prospects of states
and their governments, they cannot be ignored with impunity.
Thus, askingwhat are the key bargainsthat have been made-or could
conceivably be made in the future-and how they have affected outcomes
will reveal rather more about the real levers of power in the system than
attentionto regimes. For in that system, now that transnationaltransactions
have become so important,three points are worth noting. First, the bargainingpartnersoften dispose of very differentkinds of power;for example,
one has the political power to refuse access to a market,the other the power
to refuse to transfer technology. Second, each of them is vulnerableto a
differentkind of risk, as it might be of a palace revolution on one side or a
corporatetakeover on the other. So that, thirdly,the bargainstruckis apt to
consist of a highly variablemix of politicaland economic benefits conferred
and opportunitiesopened up. Bargainswill reflectboth the positive goals the
parties severally wish to achieve and the negative risks and threats from
which they want to find some security.
In trying to draw a map of interlocking,overlappingbargains the researcherwill often be drawn far beyond the conventional limits of international politics or internationaleconomics. Most likely, the map will have to
include bargainingsituations and their outcomes within national political
economies. To illustratethe point, take Cohen's examinationin this volume
of the internationalmonetaryregime. He interpretsthis almost exclusively
as concerning the regulationof exchange rate behavior. Yet his own most
recent work (Banks and the Balance of Payments)7 implicitlyacknowledges
the fundamentalimportanceof (national)bankingregulationin shapingthe
world's monetarysystem. He would probablyagreethat the majorchange in
the 1970swas not the rathermarginalshift from intermittentlyflexible fixed
rates to generallymanagedfloatingrates but ratherthe shift in the balanceof
influence in intemationalcapital marketsfrom public authoritiesand agencies to private operators-a shift reflected in the changingdebt patterns of
most NOPEC countries.
Drawing bargainingmaps will therefore reveal the domestic roots of
internationalarrangements,and tell us more about what is likely to be permanent and what will probablyprove ephemeralabout them.
Whetherthe purposeis analyticaldescriptionor normativeprescription,
the exercise will also leave far more open the question of what values the
I BenjaminJ. Cohen with Fabio Basagni, Banks and the Balance of Payments: Private
Lending in the International Adjustment Process (Montclair, N.J.: Allenheld Osmun, 1981).
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existing pattern of bargaininghas produced or what values might conceivably emergefromfuturepatternsof bargaining.Payingmore attentionto values would raise our vision above the horizons set by governmentsand their
(often limited and shortsighted)perceptions of national interest; it would
allow us to include those perceived by classes, generations,and other transnational or subnationalsocial groups. The bias of regime analysis can be
corrected by attention to the determiningbasic structures of the international political economy, the structures of security, money, welfare, production, trade, and knowledge. Each of these raises the question, "How to
achieve change?", which is surely no less important than the question,
"How to keep order?"
The dynamic character of the'"who-gets-what" of the international
economy, moreover, is more likely to be capturedby looking not at the regime that emerges on the surfacebut underneath,at the bargainson which it
is based. By no means all of these key bargainswill be between states. For
besides those between states and corporateenterprises, or between corporations and banks, there will be others between corporations and labor
unions, or between politicalgroups seeking a common platformon which to
achieve political power. Having analyzed the factors contributingto change
in bargainingstrengthor weakness, it will be easier then to proceed to look
at the outcome with less egocentric and value-biasedeyes.
What is the net result and for whom, in terms of order and stability,
wealth and efficiency, justice and freedom; and in terms of all the opposite
qualities-insecurity and risk, poverty and waste, inequity and constraint?
These, it seems to me, are much more fundamentalpolitical questions, and
imply an altogetherbroader and less culture-boundview of world politics,
than the ones addressed in this volume.

